REQUEST FOR CITY COUNCIL ACTION
DATE:
11/29/2010
ITEM NO:
Department Approval

Item Description:
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Agenda Section

Consider request by Bituminous Roadways for CONDITIONAL USE
approval to allow the outdoor storage of aggregate materials at 2280
Walnut Street (PF09-010).

1.0
REQUESTED ACTION
Bituminous Roadways seeks approval of outdoor storage of aggregate materials as a
CONDITIONAL USE in support of the operation of an asphalt plant at 2280 Walnut Street.
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Project Review History
• Application submitted: March 6, 2009; Determined complete: March 9, 2009
• Sixty-day review deadline: May 5, 2009; Extended by applicant until July 2, 2009
• City Review Suspended Pending Completion of EAW: June 15, 2009
• Draft EAW Completed: July 9, 2010
• Draft EAW Comments Deadline: September 10, 2010
• Notice of EAE Review Suspension by Minnesota Pollution Control Agency:
October 29, 2010
• Sixty-day review deadline (restarted): December 28, 2010
• Anticipated City Council action: November 29, 2010
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2.0
SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the City Council adopt a resolution to DENY the proposed CONDITIONAL
USE; see Attachment M of this report.
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3.0
SUMMARY OF SUGGESTED ACTION
By motion, adopt a resolution to DENY the proposed CONDITIONAL USE, pursuant to §1007
(Industrial Districts) and §1013 (Conditional Uses) of the City Code.
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4.0
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The property at 2280 Walnut Street has a Comprehensive Plan designation of Industrial (I) and a
zoning classification of General Industrial District (I-2). Part of this property is currently being
used for semi trailer parking, and the remainder of the site remains vacant.
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The application for the CONDITIONAL USE was originally submitted on March 6, 2009. The
request was have to have outdoor storage of several piles comprising of rubble, asphalt millings,
asphalt shingles, concrete rubble, and aggregate material that will be utilized as part of
Bituminous Roadway’s proposed asphalt plant at 2280 Walnut Street. At that time, it was
presumed that the actual manufacturing of asphalt was a permitted use in the I-2 Zoning District.
Staff, along with the Roseville Planning Commission and the Roseville Public Works,
Environment, and Transportation Committee originally recommended approval of the
conditional use request subject to several conditions regarding the storage piles.

BACKGROUND
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A citizen’s petition requesting that an Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) be
conducted for the proposed asphalt plant was submitted to the Minnesota Environmental Quality
Board. The petition cited numerous environmental concerns with the proposal. The Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) was designated to conduct the environmental review. Based
on the start of the EAW, the City suspended any review and decision on the CONDITIONAL USE
until the environmental review was completed.
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On July 9, 2010, the MPCA released the draft EAW to the public for comment and review. The
MPCA took public comments until September 10, 2010. In total, the MPCA received 167
comments, with almost every comment citing concerns about the asphalt plant and pointing out
flaws with EAW and requesting that the MPCA conduct an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for the proposed asphalt plant.
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On October 11, 2010, the City adopted an amendment to the City Code that the prohibited
numerous uses, including asphalt plants, in Industrial Zoning Districts. Based on that action, the
MPCA, in a letter dated October 29, 2010, informed the City that the agency had suspended the
environmental review since the newly adopted ordinance prohibited the proposed asphalt plant
and that it does not conduct environmental review for uses that are not allowed.
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Subsequent to the MPCA decision, the Roseville City Attorney contacted the legal counsel of
Bituminous Roadways, Gregory E. Korstad of Larkin Hoffman, informing the applicant of the
MPCA’s decision and asking how Bituminous Roadways would like to proceed with their
application. Mr. Korstad requested in a letter dated November 10, 2010, that the City find that
that the new ordinance prohibiting asphalt plants does not apply and that Bituminous Roadway’s
conditional use request be considered under the previous ordinance.
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5.0
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City staff, in conjunction with the City Attorney has reviewed the full record regarding
Bituminous Roadways proposal to construct an asphalt plant at 2280 Walnut Street. This record
includes all application materials submitted by Bituminous Roadways in 2009, meeting minutes
of the Planning Commission, the City Public Works, Environment and Transportation
Commission, and City Council discussions on the proposal, the Draft EAW and Draft Air
Emissions Facility Permit; the 167 written public comments provided during the public review
period, and written and oral information provided by interested parties, including surrounding
property owners, residents, and Bituminous Roadways.
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From the extensive review of the public record, City staff has come to the conclusion that the
proposed conditional use should be denied. This recommendation is based on the following
facts:

STAFF COMMENTS
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1) Section 1017.15 of the Roseville City Code expressly prohibits asphalt plants in the I-2
Industrial Zoning Districts. Any subordinate use (whether permitted or a conditional use)
to a prohibited use cannot be allowed to operate on the site. Therefore, the conditional
use to have outdoor storage of material piles needs to denied.
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2) Under City Code that existed at the time of the original application for a conditional use,
the overall operation of the asphalt plant as proposed was not allowed. While the actual
manufacture of asphalt could be considered a permitted use under the 2009 code, other
parts of the asphalt plant operation were not permitted. These components include
outdoor storage of piles (a conditional use) and outdoor storage of fuel tanks (a
conditional use). In addition, under both the 2009 code and the current code, crushing of
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material is not permitted or conditionally permitted. Therefore, one cannot say that the
proposed asphalt plant is permitted under the 2009 City Code. Since the asphalt plant as
proposed was not allowed under the 2009 ordinance and a subordinate use (outdoor
storage of material) to a prohibited use cannot be allowed to operate on the site, the
conditional use for outdoor storage of material piles needs to be denied.
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3) A review of the public record relating to the asphalt plant proposal has demonstrated that
the proposal submitted to the City will not be conform to Section 1007.01D (Performance
Standards) of the Roseville City Codes. Staff’s analysis has determined, that at a
minimum, the proposal would violate Sections 1007.01D1 (Noise); Section 1007.01D2
(Smoke and Particulate Matter); Section 1007.01D3 (Toxic and Noxious Matter); and
Section 1007.01D4 (Odor). A use that does not meet the City’s industrial performance
standards is not permitted. Any subordinate use (in this case, outdoor storage of material
piles) to a prohibited use cannot be allowed to operate on the site. Therefore, the
conditional use for outdoor storage of material piles needs to be denied.
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4) Staff review of the conditional use request for outdoor storage of material piles cannot
meet the criteria for approval of conditional use requests as stated in Section 1014.01D of
Roseville City Code. Below is a review of the conditional use criteria:
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a. Impact on traffic: While there has been a lot of concern about the traffic
regarding the use and it is clear that the use will increase the amount of traffic on
the roads, a review of the traffic impact by the City of Roseville Engineering
Department has indicated that the surrounding road network has the capacity to
handle the additional truck traffic. However, the safety at nearby intersections
will be negatively impacted by the new truck traffic resulting from this
conditional use.
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b. Impact on parks, streets and other public facilities: The proposed outdoor
storage of materials will negatively impact the nearby Gross Golf Course operated
by the Three Rivers Park District due to the quantity and type of particulate
matter emissions that will originate from the various outdoor storage piles of
rubble, asphalt millings, asphalt shingles, concrete rubble, and aggregate as the
emissions will impair a user’s ability to enjoy the golf course.
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c. Compatibility of site planning, internal traffic circulation, landscaping, and
structures with contiguous properties. The proposed outdoor storage of
aggregate materials will not be compatible with contiguous properties due to the
quantity and type of particulate matter emissions that will originate from the
various outdoor storage piles of rubble, the asphalt millings, asphalt shingles,
concrete rubble, and aggregate piles as the emissions will
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be harmful to nearby businesses which require clean air as part of their
operations.
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d. Impact of the use on the market value of contiguous properties: The
proposed outdoor storage of materials will negatively impact the property
values of the surrounding businesses due to the quantity and type of
particulate matter emissions that will originate from the various outdoor
storage piles of rubble, asphalt millings, asphalt shingles, concrete rubble,
and aggregate as the emissions will be harmful to nearby properties and
make the properties less desirable for future purchasers.
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e. Impact on the general public health, safety, and welfare: The proposed
outdoor storage of materials will negatively impact the general public,
safety, and welfare of the public due to the quantity and type of particulate
matter emissions that will originate from the various outdoor storage piles
of rubble, asphalt millings, asphalt shingles, concrete rubble, and
aggregate as the emissions will spread materials known to be carcinogenic
to users of surrounding properties.
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f. Compatibility with the City’s Comprehensive Plan: The proposed
outdoor storage of materials will not be compatible with the City’s
Comprehensive Plan due to the quantity and type of particulate matter
emissions that will originate from the various outdoor storage piles of
rubble, asphalt millings, asphalt shingles, concrete rubble, and aggregate
as allowing these emissions will not be consistent with the following goals
as established by the 2030 Comprehensive Plan for the City of Roseville:
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i.

Land Use Goal #4. Protect, improve, and expand the
community’s natural amenities and environmental quality.
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ii.

Economic Development and Redevelopment Goal #6. Integrate
environmental stewardship practices to commercial development.
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iii.

Environmental Protection Goal #1. Protect, preserve, and
enhance Roseville’s water, land, air, and wildlife resources for
current and future generations.
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iv.

Environmental Protection Goal #5. Ensure the City takes a
leadership role in environmentally friendly property development,
redevelopment, and maintenance practices.
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6.0
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Based on the findings contained in Section 5 of this report, staff recommends adoption of a
resolution denying the conditional use request for outdoor storage of material piles.
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7.0
SUGGESTED ACTION
By motion, adopt a resolution to DENY the proposed CONDITIONAL USE to allow for outdoor
storage material piles at 2280 Walnut Street, based on the findings contained in Section 5 of this
report.

RECOMMENDATION

Prepared
by:
P
atrick
Trudgeon
,
Communi
ty
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Development Director (651) 792-7071
Attachments:

A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:
G:
H:
I:
J:
K:
L:

Area map
Aerial photo
Applicant narrative
Proposed site plan
Proposed landscape plan
Letters from Larkin and Hoffman representing Bituminous Roadways
Letter from Minnesota PCA dated October 29, 2010
City Attorney Memo dated November 24, 2010
Letter dated November 18, 2010 from Megan Dushin
Letter dated November 21, 2010 from Gerald Larson
Letter dated November 22, 2010 from Gerald Larson and Gary Grefenberg
Letter from Moss and Barnett, representing, UC06 LLC, an adjoining
property owner
M: Draft Resolution
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Attachment C

C.U.P. NARRATIVE: PROPOSED BITUMINOUS ROADWAYS, INC.
FACILITY – ROSEVILLE
March 6, 2009

About Bituminous Roadways, Inc.
Bituminous Roadways, Inc. is an asphalt paving contractor founded in 1946 in
South Minneapolis. The company is unique in that it is one of the few asphalt
paving contractors in the Twin Cities metropolitan area that produces its own
asphalt for their paving projects. The company is locally based, family owned
and currently employs 120 people at its three permanent asphalt plants located
in Minneapolis, Inver Grove Heights, and Shakopee.
Bituminous Roadways is a strong believer in giving back to the community. We
have consistently made in-kind and financial charitable contributions amounting
to at least 2½% of the company’s net profit annually. We are a member of the
following chambers of commerce: Minneapolis Regional, River-Heights,
Minnesota, and U.S.
Proposed Roseville Facility
On this site, Bituminous Roadways intends to construct a new permanent facility
for the production of asphalt and handling of various construction materials.
Overview
The market areas served by Bituminous Roadways are typically restricted
to a 15-mile radius. This is due to the cost prohibitive nature of
transporting asphalt much further than that. This site is centrally located
with good highway access. In addition, the site is located adjacent to the
Minnesota Commercial Railway, allowing for the possibility of economical
delivery of aggregates by rail from more remote locations. This is an
important feature, as recent studies indicate that aggregate sources within
the metropolitan area are rapidly being depleted.
The asphalt plant site will employ five people directly, and approximately
thirty additional construction personnel that will be working on paving
projects within the 15-mile radius described above. In addition,
approximately 15 non-company personnel will be employed indirectly due
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to trucking, maintenance and supply needs. Bituminous Roadways is a
union contractor with an average wage of about $30 per hour. The
company has very low employee turnover and is regarded as one of the
best companies in the industry to work for.
Asphalt Plant – Features
The asphalt plant will be a brand new manufactured plant utilizing the
latest technology. This plant will be equipped with several unique features
that differentiate it from typical existing asphalt plants.
This plant will be capable of production of warm mix asphalt, a mix
produced at lower temperatures than traditional hot mix asphalt. Warm
mix is rapidly gaining acceptance nation wide due to lower fuel
consumption in production and less smoke and odor during placement.
The plant will also be equipped with the latest emission control technology
available which allows the plant to meet and exceed air quality
requirements.
Included with this narrative are two additional documents. Double Barrel
Green explains the environmental advantages of producing warm mix
asphalt. Meet the Neighbors is a brochure that answers frequently asked
questions about asphalt plant facilities.
Recycling
Included in the plan for this site is recycling of concrete, asphalt, and
shingles. Rubble concrete and asphalt will be stockpiled on site when
available from nearby reconstruction projects. Crushing of the rubble to
finished products will most likely occur twice annually for a duration of 2 to
3 weeks as warranted by supplies of rubble and crushed concrete and
asphalt. Crushing will be accomplished with portable equipment brought
on site specifically for the short term crushing operations.
Rubble concrete will be crushed and reused as a base in the construction
of new pavements. Crushed and milled asphalt will be reused in the
production of new asphalt. Asphalt is 100% recyclable. It can be reused
again and again, thus keeping its value perpetual. Recycled asphalt
pavement is commonly available when roads or parking lots are milled or
asphalt is removed for rehabilitation or widening projects. The Federal
Highway Administration estimates that 91 million tons of asphalt is
reclaimed during roadwork projects. Asphalt is the most recycled product
in the world.
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Asphalt produced on this site will also utilize recycled shingles. Since
1996, Bituminous Roadways has utilized scrap shingles in its mixes,
recycling over 100,000 tons of shingles. This plant will be equipped to
continue this environmentally friendly practice.
Other Features
Materials will need to be hauled to and from the site. Raw materials such
as aggregates, asphalt cement, rubble concrete and rubble bituminous
pavement will be hauled into the site. Finished products such as hot
mixed asphalt and crushed aggregate road base will be hauled away from
the site.
An on-site laboratory building is proposed on the southern portion of the
site. The on-site materials testing laboratory will be used to perform
necessary testing on the products produced as well as develop new mix
designs for specific projects. This building will also include spaces for
equipment maintenance, storage, and offices.
Also included in the site plan is a bulk storage facility for asphalt cement,
the petroleum product used as a binder material in asphalt production.
Asphalt cement will be brought in by truck or rail throughout the year and
distributed to various asphalt plants by truck during the construction
season.
This will be a state-of-the-art facility, with brand new plant and equipment that will
be the most environment friendly of any such facility in the state. This will be a
plant that will serve as a model for the industry. Bituminous Roadways is very
excited about this facility.

Conditional Use Permit (C.U.P.) Criteria
The proposed Bituminous Roadways facility will manufacture and distribute
finished construction products from raw materials, both new and recycled. This
is consistent with the permitted uses in the I-2 General Industrial District.
A Conditional Use Permit will be required because of the proposed outdoor
storage of aggregates and equipment. In addition, the finished asphalt storage
silos (74 feet high) and bulk asphalt cement storage tanks (56 feet high) exceed
the maximum building height, but are considered exempt as accessory
structures. The remaining proposed structures and stockpiles will be less than
40 feet in height.
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1. Impact on Traffic
Traffic generated will be consistent with surrounding industrial uses, with
trucks bringing in raw materials and hauling off finished products. The
primary season for use will be the 8 month period from April through
November. The amount of trucks per day will vary based on area
construction activity and subsequent product demand.
A peak day will generate approximately 250 round trip truck visits. Of
these, approximately 120 will be loads of asphalt headed out to
construction sites, with the remainder being incoming aggregate, incoming
rubble or out-going base. We estimate that 65 percent of the out-going
traffic will be southbound with 35 percent northbound. The incoming
aggregates will come mainly from the south.
Averaged over the 8 month construction season, the facility will generate
approximately 120 truck round trips per day. These trip numbers are
based on trucking of all aggregate, and may be reduced through the use
of rail aggregate delivery service.
The outload operation has been designed to allow adequate off-street
stacking of trucks. Up to 24 trucks could wait to “load out” off-street if
needed. This occurrence would be unlikely due to careful scheduling and
the economic realities of equipment and labor costs. A “tarping area” has
also been reserved to allow adequate space for drivers to inspect and
tarp their loads prior to exiting the site.
Adequate internal circulation exists within the proposed site plan for incoming trucks to proceed into the site without interrupting the flow of offsite traffic.
2. Impact on Parks, Streets, Other Public Facilities
No impacts to parks or other public facilities are foreseen.
Area streets appear to have been designed adequately for the industrial
use of the area. This use will be consistent with its industrial neighbors.
In addition, the proposed drainage plan will eliminate most of the direct
surface stormwater runoff to surrounding streets exhibited by the current
site.
Sanitary sewer and water use will be relatively minor. Sanitary sewer will
serve on site restrooms and limited laboratory use. Municipal water will be
used for domestic and laboratory uses with minor use of water in
production. Municipal water will also be utilized for periodic on-site dust
control as well as filling of water trucks for use on construction sites.
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3. Compatibility with Contiguous Properties
The site is separated from contiguous properties on the north and west by
existing streets and on the east and south by streets, railroad right-of-way
and electric transmission easements.
The existing streets and neighboring properties will be additionally
buffered by a 3 foot± high earth berm with an 8 foot high opaque fence
and/or landscape screening. All internal pavement is setback a minimum
of 40 feet from the right-of-way. Sufficient internal traffic ways have been
reserved to prevent the use of city streets other than for ingress and
egress to the site. The number of driveway accesses has been reduced
from 5 existing to 3 proposed.
4. Impact on Market Value of Contiguous Properties
No impacts to contiguous property values or other property in the near
vicinity is expected.
The proposed use is consistent with permitted uses in the I-2 District. The
properties surrounding the site include; Macy’s Warehouse, FedEx
Freight, MN Commercial Rail, Unysis, and the Meritex Facility. These
uses in this area are predominately “transportation” oriented and include
varying amounts of outside storage for truck and trailer storage. The
exceptions to this are the Unisys building and the Meritex Facility. The
Unisys building is located north and west of the subject property and is
used mostly for office. The building has glass lines facing both east
(Macy’s Warehouse) and west (the golf course), and has limited visibility
to the subject property. The Meritex Facility is expected to be
redeveloped, and the future tenant of that property is unknown at this time;
however, it is expected that the end user for the facility will be similar to
the surrounding uses, and see value in locating in an industrial park that
has an I-2 zoning and permits ‘heavier’ types of uses. Additionally, the
subject property is currently used for outside storage of trailers and
equipment with little to no screening.
Bituminous Roadways is committed to maintaining the appearance and
function of its new state of the art facility. As such, the effect on the
neighboring properties is expected to be neutral to positive, considering
the adjacent uses, zoning, and current use of the subject property.
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5. Impact on Public Health, Safety, and General Welfare
Environmental Factors
Asphalt plants need to address several environmental concerns that
include: air emissions, odors, noise, and fugitive dust. Many of these
environmental factors are addressed by a Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency (MPCA) air quality registration permit, air emissions control
equipment, noise abatement techniques, and proper watering to
minimize fugitive dust. Federal and State law requires that the owner
or operator of an asphalt plant must calculate each year the actual
emissions from the plant and ensure that total emissions remain below
the thresholds established by the MPCA.
Air Emissions and Odor
As hot air passes through the aggregate during the production of hot
mix asphalt it picks up some fine sand and dust particles. These
particles are removed by the emissions control system before the air
goes into the atmosphere. The brand new plant intended for Roseville
will have both primary and secondary collectors to remove these
particles. The coarsest particles are collected in the primary collector
and returned to the mix. The finest particles are then collected in the
secondary collector and are also returned to the mix.
Warm Mix Pavement Technology
The plant will utilize technology allowing the production of warm mix
asphalt. Warm mix asphalt technology decreases the hot mixed
asphalt production temperature by 30 to 100 degrees Fahrenheit. This
allows for reduced energy consumption, lowered emissions, and the
elimination of visible smoke and odor.
Noise
The site must operate in compliance with State noise standards.
Vehicles and equipment will operate with standard noise reduction
features such as mufflers. Bituminous Roadways will invest significant
resources into perimeter berms and landscaping that will reduce noise
emissions from the site.
Fugitive Dust
The entire operational area of the site will be paved. The stock piles
and conveyors will be watered on a scheduled basis.
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Petroleum Storage
Bulk petroleum storage areas will be constructed to applicable State
and local standards, including secondary containment where needed.
Bituminous Roadways provides training to its employees regarding
petroleum storage and handling. The company is making a significant
long term investment with this new facility and is committed to
preventing pollution of its site.

6. Compatibility with City’s Comprehensive Plan
The property is guided Industrial. The comprehensive plan designation
states: “Industrial deals with showrooms, warehousing, laboratories,
manufacturing uses and related office uses, and truck/transportation
terminals (I-2 Zone Only)”.
This use is consistent with the above statement.

Bituminous Roadways is committed to being a responsible corporate citizen of
Roseville and a good neighbor to surrounding properties. We are excited about
this facility and look forward to discussing our plan at upcoming meetings.
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E v e r y t h i n g y o u w a n t e d t o know about Hot Mix Asphalt facilities

ASPHALT
WHAT IS ASPHALT?

L iquid asphalt cement is a complex mixture of hydrocarbons. It may also be referred to as “binder” or         
bitumen (term commonly used outside North America). Some asphalt comes from natural asphalt lakes such
as the La Brea Tar Pits. Most of the asphalt used in road building is actually a by-product of crude oil refining.
Asphalt is left over after the lighter grades of oil are drawn off at the refinery. It can be further processed for
use in paving mixtures or other industries such as roofing. Asphalt is a thermoplastic, which means it is hard
at normal highway temperatures, but thick and sticky when heated. It is the material in pavement that coats
aggregate and glues (or binds) the mix together. Eighty percent of asphalt used in the United States is for
paving mixtures.

IS TAR THE SAME AS ASPHALT?

 o. Tar is a black or brown liquid derived from the destructive distillation of organic matter. Though it can be
N
produced from petroleum, it is most often from coal as a by-product of coke production. It was once used to
seal roadways, roofing shingles, and wooden ship hulls. However, since the 1970s, asphalt has completely
replaced the use of tar in paving mixtures.

WHAT IS ASPHALT PAVEMENT?

 avement is a highly controlled mixture consisting of liquid asphalt cement and aggregate. Before being
P
placed on a roadway, this mixture is referred to as hot mix asphalt (HMA), asphaltic concrete, or bituminous
concrete. An HMA pavement mixture is about 95% aggregate and 5% asphalt cement.

IS ASPHALT A TOXIC HAZARD TO ANYTHING IN THE ENVIRONMENT?

No. Asphalt is insoluble and does not react with water. In fact, hot mix asphalt (HMA) has been used to line
surfaces of fish hatchery ponds and community water reservoirs. For example, the Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California has used hot mix asphalt liners in its reservoirs for over four decades. Asphalt is also
used to seal potable water supply pipes. Another important use of hot mix asphalt is industrial retention ponds
and landfill liners. Asphalt liners prevent harmful substances from leaching into the soil and possibly contaminating ground water.
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FACILITIES
HOW IS HOT MIX ASPHALT (HMA) MADE?

 ggregate is divided and placed into bins according to size. Depending on the mixture of aggregate called
A
for, the bins automatically meter out the right amount of each size needed onto a conveyor belt. The belt
deposits the aggregate into a rotary dryer. This machine tumbles the aggregate through hot air to dry it thoroughly. A fuel burner is located at one end of the drum to provide a flame for heat. It is necessary to remove
the moisture from the aggregate so the asphalt cement will stick to the rock. Remember, water and asphalt do
not mix. After drying, the aggregate is sent to a mixing device where it is coated with heated asphalt cement
and thoroughly mixed.

how many asphalt facilities are there in the united states?

According to the EPA estimates, there are approximately 3,600 operating Hot Mix facilities throughout the
country.  

WHY ARE SO MANY FACILITIES NEEDED?

Considering how large the United States is, there really are not a lot of facilities. This amounts to only one
facility for every 983 square miles. Approximately ninety-four percent of the roads in the U.S. are paved with
hot mix asphalt. Road maintenance and construction projects require over 550 million tons of hot mix asphalt
each year. Hot mix must be used quickly after being loaded into the haul truck because it hardens as it cools.
Cooling occurs during transport from the facility to the paving site. The haul distance needs to be as short
as possible to minimize the amount of heat lost during transport because only “hot” hot mix asphalt can be
worked (laid down by a paving machine and compacted by rollers). In addition, trucking is a large part of
road maintenance and construction costs. Minimizing haul distances will result in lower road paving costs.
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RECYCLING
CAN ASPHALT PAVEMENT BE RECYCLED?

Hot mix asphalt pavement is completely recyclable. Before repaving an existing road the upper asphalt
surface is milled off. The removed material is called Reclaimed (or Recycled) Asphalt Pavement (RAP) and
is added to new mix while it is being made at the asphalt facility. Recycling asphalt pavement reduces the
quantity of new material required, lessens environmental impacts from the facility, and minimizes disposal of
old pavement in community landfills. Asphalt pavement is the most widely recycled product in the U.S., both
in terms of tonnage and percentage. Approximately 80% of the asphalt pavement removed from roadways    
during maintenance is recycled each year (approx 80.3 million tons). Other recyclable products, such as
glass, rubber tires, and roofing shingles, can also be used in the production of hot mix asphalt. Paving
mixtures containing RAP are referred to as recycled asphalt mix (RAM). Advances in technology are leading
to increased RAP usage.

WHAT POLLUTANTS ARE EMITTED DURING THE DRYING PROCESS?

T he burners of most aggregate dryers run on fuel oils or natural gas. These fuels are hydrocarbons (compounds containing hydrogen and carbon atoms) and produce carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O)
during complete combustion. However, no actual combustion process ever completely burns all of the fuel.
Thus, the exhaust stream will include moisture, particulate matter, products of combustion, and unconsumed
nitrogen and oxygen molecules from the air. The products of combustion generally include carbon monoxide
(CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and hydrocarbons. These hydrocarbons can fall into
several categories, including volatile organic compounds (VOCs). All of these pollutants are measured in the
exhaust stream in parts per million (ppm). Pollutant emission rates depend on fuel type and aggregate source,
as well as plant design. Modern asphalt facility burners are extremely clean burning and, therefore, typically
produce only very slight amounts of VOCs.
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HEALTH
IS AN HMA FACILITY A LARGE SOURCE OF EMISSIONS?

No. In fact, studies show that emissions from the HMA industry have decreased over 97% since 1970 despite
a 250% increase in production. All emissions from HMA facilities are well below the established threshold
limit values (TLVs) set forth by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH). The
EPA delisted HMA facilities from the MACT (Maximum Available Control Technology) standard in February
2002 because such facilities are not major sources of air pollutants. The HMA industry continues to develop
new technologies to minimize emissions during mix production and paving operations.

DO HMA FACILITIES CAUSE CANCER?

 xtensive testing has been conducted on asphalt fumes, both from paving and roofing applications. NIOSH
E
(National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health) concluded in their December 2000 report that based
on their data there is insufficient evidence to associate lung cancer with paving asphalt fumes.

IF THERE IS NOT CANCER DANGER, WHY HAVE THERE BEEN SO MANY STUDIES?

Hundreds of tests have been conducted primarily because of the apparent similarity of asphalt and tar. What
the tests have proven is that these are two completely different materials from completely different sources and
with completely different health effects. Coal tar does have some harmful health effects. Those same effects
have not been found to be associated with asphalt.

WHAT IS “PARTICULATE MATTER”?

 articulate matter (“PM”) is a term used to denote microscopic liquid or solid particles much smaller than the
P
diameter of human hair. Particle size is measured in microns, which is equal to one-millionth of a meter.
Particulate matter results from the drying process at an HMA facility. In the case of HMA facilities, the
particulate is almost entirely stone dust. Stone dust is a valuable part of the product that the facility owner does
not want to lose. It is collected by a baghouse and returned to the mixer for inclusion in the paving materials.
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CLEAN AIR
WHAT IS A BAGHOUSE?

 baghouse is a large filtering device that removes particulate matter in the process air from HMA production.
A
A large fan on the outlet end of the baghouse pulls dirty air from the drum into the filter unit. Hundreds of long
cylindrical cloth bags hang in rows within the filter section. The air is pulled through the bags and dust particles collect on the bags’ outer surface. Filtered air is released into the atmosphere through the exhaust stack.
Collected dust is frequently removed from the bags and conveyed to the mixer to be added to the asphalt
pavement mixture. Baghouses filter out virtually all of the particulate from the air stream (over 99.9%). The
Clean Air Act states that HMA facilities cannot emit more than 0.04 grains (grain = 1/7000th of a pound)
of particulate matter per dry standard cubic foot of air. Most baghouses routinely emit less than half of the
allowable particulate matter.  

ARE HOT MIX ASPHALT FACILITY EMISSIONS REGULATED?

T he Clean Air Act of 1990 requires that all stationary emission sources obtain air permits in order to operate,
including hot mix production facilities. An air permit contains the operating conditions that must be met by
the facility. Particulate emissions and opacity are regulated on a federal basis, though many states have
implemented tighter requirements. Individual states and local authorities regulate other pollutants, including
the products of combustion. Facilities must maintain extensive records to demonstrate compliance with those
regulations. This includes production and fuel consumption rates from which emission levels can be calculated.
Failure to comply with operating permit conditions results in fines and/or facility shut down.

ARE HOT MIX FACILITIES TESTED?

Federal requirements in the Clean Air Act mandate that all permitted emission sources must be stack tested
within 180 days of startup. Subsequent testing requirements are determined by individual states and permitting
authorities. For example, some states require yearly testing while others may only require the initial test as long
as permit operating conditions are met.
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PERMITS
WHERE CAN HOT MIX FACILITIES BE LOCATED?

While zoning ordinances vary significantly across the U.S., most facilities must be placed on property zoned
heavy industrial. In addition, the majority of facilities must obtain special land use permits. Such permits contain specific requirements with which the facility must comply. These many include operating hours and noise
levels to name a few.

WHAT CAUSES THE ODORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OF HMA?

T he most common odor detected at a hot mix facility comes from the hydrocarbons driven off the liquid asphalt
cement. Overheating the hot mix materials during the drying process is the primary cause. As fuel has become
more and more expensive, most owners and operators have become more aware of the cost of overheating
materials and have learned to control temperature with greater precision. The fumes, known as “blue smoke”,
have a characteristic petroleum-type odor. Blue smoke forms as the hydrocarbons condense in the ambient
air. Its formation is highly dependent on temperature and the facility configuration. Minimizing opportunities
for the fumes to enter the ambient air and lowering mix/storage temperatures decreases odor levels from the
facility.  

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FACILITIES IN USE TODAY?

 odern hot mix asphalt facilities fall into two categories: batch and drum mix facilities. As the name implies,
M
batch facilities make individual batches of material. All the ingredients for the batch are fed into a mixer.
When mixing is complete, the mixer is emptied, most often into a waiting haul truck. Batch facilities usually
have smaller hourly production capacities than drum mix facilities. They are suitable for small production runs
or frequent changes in mix type.

 rum mix facilities operate on a continuous basis. The mix is stored in storage silos and discharged into haul
D
trucks as needed. They can be either parallel-flow or counterflow, which is an indication of the material flow
versus the airflow within the drum. Material moves in the same direction as the airflow in a parallel-flow drum
whereas the material moves against the airflow in a counterflow drum. Modern drum mix facilities almost
exclusively include counterflow drums. This is because they use less fuel and generate lower hydrocarbon
emissions than parallel-flow drums.
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PAVEMENT
ARE ALL PAVEMENTS THE SAME?

 o. Hot mix asphalt mixtures are designed according to the traffic they will handle. Therefore, an interstate
N
paving mixture will be very different from one used for a residential driveway. Differences may include types
and sizes of aggregate as well as the grade of liquid asphalt cement selected.

IS THE BINDER USED IN PAVEMENT THE SAME AS IN ROOF APPLICATIONS?

No, though they are both by-products of petroleum refining. Paving asphalts are typically softer so that they
are more pliable than roofing asphalts. Also, liquid cements at HMA facilities are not heated to temperatures
as high as in roofing applications. That means that emissions and odors produced by paving operations are
not the same as those produced by roofing.

CAN HOT MIX ASPHALT BE USED FOR ANYTHING OTHER THAN ROADWAYS?

Yes! Hot mix asphalt is used in a variety of applications. Because it is a non-toxic, impermeable material, hot
mix asphalt is commonly used to line fish hatchery ponds, commercial water reservoirs, and industrial retention
ponds. It is also used to pave recreational paths (for running & bicycling), golf cart paths, airport runways,
and tennis courts. Hot mix asphalt has been used in commercial livestock applications such as paving feedlots
and lining barn and poultry house floors for easy cleaning. Additional uses include creation of sea walls and
dikes to manage beach erosion.

WHAT CAUSES NOISES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OF HMA?

There are a few common sources of noise emanating from a hot mix facility. Some are derived directly from
the hot mix production components, including the burner and exhaust stack. Others are generated from movement of the product, including trucks and loaders. Recent advancements in HMA production equipment design
have drastically reduced sound levels. Astec has worked to reduce sound from the hot mix process by providing
quieter components on a facility. Likewise, some facility owners have initiated on-site quiet operations and practices for movement of the product. It is often possible to participate in conversations using normal speaking
tones while adjacent to most facility components at new facilities.
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COMPONENTS
WHAT HAPPENS IF THE ASPHALT SPILLS?

 sphalt cement is hard at ambient temperatures and liquid only when heated. It is kept hot at an HMA facility
A
so that is can be mixed with the aggregate to form pavement. Should the asphalt cement spill onto the ground,
it will harden because it is no longer being heated. Once completely set, it can be picked up and disposed
of. For additional safety, asphalt storage tanks, as well as the facility fuel tanks, are typically housed within a
concrete wall to contain spills should they ever occur.

WHAT EQUIPMENT MAKES UP A HMA FACILITY?


T here are several components found at HMA facilities, whether they are a batch or continuous mix plant.
Aggregate is separated according to size and fed, usually by a front-end loader, into cold feed bins. These
bins are used to meter the virgin aggregate to the dryer. The dryer is used to drive off the surface moisture
and heat the aggregate in preparation for mixing with the asphalt cement. Mixing may occur within a variety
of devices, depending on the type of facility. Environmental controls include a baghouse, which is typically
preceded by a primary collector such as a cyclone or inertial separator. Dust augers return the collected
particulate matter to the mixer. Liquid asphalt cement is stored in heated tanks that are connected via piping
to the mixer. Finished mix is held in storage silos, which are typically insulated and heated to main product
temperature until it is loaded into a haul truck. Mix can often be stored for days before discharge.

WILL AN HMA FACILITY AFFECT GROUNDWATER?


 o. HMA facilities do not generate industrial wastewater, as water is not required during the production
N
process. Storm water discharge permits and retention ponds may be required in some locations to handle
runoff from rainfall. Stack emissions from a facility do not contaminate groundwater.
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PRODUCTION
WHAT ABOUT TRUCK TRAFFIC?

 aterials used to produce hot mix asphalt are typically delivered to the production facility via truck. Rail lines
M
are used in some locations. Paving mixtures are transported to the construction site via truck. The actual
quantity of trucks entering and leaving the facility is dependent on the production requirements for active
paving projects.

DO HMA FACILITIES OPERATE CONTINUALLY?

 o. While HMA facilities can operate on a continual basis, mix production is highly dependent on weather
N
conditions and product demand for paving projects. Facilities operate at their highest capacity during the summer, with those located in cold climates shutting down during winter months. Routine equipment maintenance is
typically scheduled during the shut down. Some facilities may operate at night as many paving projects on
busy thoroughfares must occur when there will be the least commuter impact.

WHAT ARE SOME BENEFITS OF HMA?

T here are many benefits to using hot mix asphalt. Road construction and reconditioning projects can be
completed faster and at lower cost when paving with asphaltic concrete. Studies show that asphalt pavements
have a lower life cycle cost (cost of installation and maintenance over the life of the product) than concrete
pavement and are engineered to last decades with little to no maintenance. This generates savings to taxpayers
for road construction and maintenance projects in a community. Hot mix pavements are smoother to drive on,
which results in greater fuel efficiency, less vehicular wear and tear, and a quieter ride.    
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A Cost Effective, Fuel Efficient, Eco-Friendly Asphalt Mix System

®

Double Barrel ® Green System

®

®
®

he benefits of warm mix asphalt such as reduced
Tnation
energy consumption, lowered emissions, and elimiof visible smoke are well-known in the hot mix
industry. Warm mix technology allows mix to be prepared and placed at lower temperatures, typically 50˚F
to 100˚F lower, than conventional hot mix. To achieve
this, the viscosity of the asphalt cement (AC) must remain free flowing (low viscosity) at the reduced temperatures. Maintaining a low viscosity at lower temperatures
allows mix to flow freely through storage, transfer and
placement equipment and also is more easily worked
by hand.

Unfortunately, all of the previous technologies for warm
mix production rely on additives, special asphalt cement,
special procedures and/or
special AC delivery systems to
achieve low viscosities at low
temperatures. The additives
are expensive and add significant cost per ton of mix. The
“Astec Multi-nozzle Device”
eliminates the need for expensive additives and special
asphalt cement by mixing a
small amount of water and AC
Odorless, low-viscosity mix from the Double Barrel Green System is easily worked by hand.
together to create microscopic
bubbles. These small bubbles
act to reduce the viscosity of the AC coating on the rock
thereby allowing the mix to be handled and worked at
lower temperature.
Each nozzle is capable of passing AC and producing
foam for 50 tph of production. The 10 production valveassemblies in the multi-nozzle arrangement are capable
of passing AC and producing foam for production rates
up to 500 tph when all valves are opened. As production rate varies, a computer control opens and closes
these AC solenoid valves so that each valve assembly
and nozzle operates in a narrow range of AC flow and
back pressure to achieve consistent foaming in the foaming chamber. In addition to the 10 valve assemblies used
for production, an eleventh valve (not shown) is located
on the manifold for retrieving AC samples.

•
•
•
   
•
•
•

SYSTEM

Improved Workablilty
No Smoke - No Smell
High Percentage Recycle Mix
with Standard Grade of Asphalt
Longer Life Pavement
14% Less Fuel
14% Higher Production

Water is delivered to the system via a positive displacement piston pump capable of delivering water at pressures in excess of 150 psig. Water pump speed is modulated proportionally to the speed of the liquid AC pump
to accurately meter water into the AC valve-nozzle assemblies. Individually controlled water solenoid valves
control the flow of water into each nozzle for each nozzle
assembly so that water solenoid valves open at the same
time each of the AC solenoid valves open. PLC control
provides for smooth and consistent operation of all of the
valves as production rates increase or decrease. Water
is supplied to the system via a skid-mounted 550-gallon
corrosion-free water reservoir with an automatic filling
valve that will keep the container full as long as water is
supplied to it. If supply water is lost, a low-water alarm
alerts plant personnel quickly so the problem may be resolved quickly without wasting mix.
Multi-Nozzle Device
Junction
Box

Water
Lines

Water
Manifold

AC
Manifold

Foam
Manifold

A key benefit of the new Astec Double Barrel®
Green system is the substantial absence of
smoke emissions during paving and loadout.

Standard HMA Mix

Green System Mix

Astec Multi-Nozzle Device

The device consists of multiple valves, mixing chambers, and nozzles supplied
by a common AC manifold that is surrounded by a continuous circulating jacket
of hot oil. Water is injected into a mixing chamber above each foam nozzle.

Actual mix from the Double Barrel® Green system
being laid in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Note: No smoke emissions from Roadtec’s
RP-190 paver.

A skid-mounted 550-gallon corrosion-free water reservoir is included
with the Double Barrel Green System
package.
An optional cold weather package
is available to prevent damage
to components when nighttime
temperatures drop below freezing.

Water
Tank

Pump

VALVE MAINTENANCE

Though the system is compact, it has been designed with the
plant crew in mind. AC solenoid valve maintenance and
inspection doors may be removed without disturbing water
solenoid valve plumbing or wiring. Individual AC solenoid
valves and water solenoid valves may be removed and
replaced quickly and easily without disassembling the entire
manifold. Additionally, the PLC provides the means by which
water flow may be verified in each nozzle in the unlikely
event a water nozzle becomes clogged. An optional solvent
spray system is available to extend maintenance intervals.

AC
MANIFOLD

®

SYSTEM
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Attachment C

9050 JEFFERSON TRAIL WEST/ INVER GROVE HEIGHTS, MN 55077 / PHONE (651) 686-7001 / FAX (651) 687-9857

May 8, 2009
Pat Trudgeon
Community Development Director
City of Roseville
2660 Civic Center Drive
Roseville, MN 55113
Dear Mr. Trudgeon:
Last Wednesday when the Roseville Planning Commission was considering the request
of Bituminous Roadways for conditional use approval to allow the outside storage of
aggregate materials and heavy equipment at 2280 Walnut Street there were some
questions that arose regarding the air emissions, noise, and odor that will be generated
by the proposed asphalt plant on the site. I would like to address these concerns.
The asphalt plant will be a brand new manufactured plant utilizing the latest emission
control technology available which allows the plant to meet and exceed air quality requirements.
Air Emissions
The owner or operator of an asphalt plant must calculate each year the actual
emission for the plant and ensure that all emissions remain less than or equal
to the thresholds listed in the table below.

HAP
PM
PM10
VOC
SO2
NOx
Pb

5 tons/year for a single HAP
12.5 tons/year total for all HAPs
50 tons/year
50 tons/year for an Attainment A
25 tons/year for a Nonattainment
50 tons/year
50 tons/year
50 tons/year
0.5 tons/year

Asphalt plants are required to submit an annual air emissions inventory that
address each of the criteria air pollutants listed above. This inventory report
is required to be submitted to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency by no
later than March 1st of the following year. Emissions calculated are for the
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previous calendar 12-month period. A copy of the 2008 inventory report for
Bituminous Roadways’ Shakopee asphalt plant is attached.
You will notice on the attached report that there is nothing reported for Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs). Asphalt plants were originally listed as one of
the types of sources for which the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) would be issuing regulations to limit emissions of HAPs. Those
standards are called National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs). The EPA has decided to drop asphalt plants from the
categories of sources that need HAP regulations (i.e. asphalt plants are ‘delisted’). There are no NESHAPs standards for asphalt plants.
Odor
The most common odor detected at an asphalt plant comes from the hydrocarbons driven off the liquid asphalt cement. Overheating the materials during the drying process is the primary cause. As fuel has become more and
more expensive, most owners and operators have become more aware of the
cost of overheating materials and have learned to control temperature with
greater precision.
Warm Mix Pavement Technology
The new asphalt plant that Bituminous Roadways proposes for its Roseville
facility will utilize technology allowing the production of warm mix asphalt.
Warm mix asphalt technology decreases the hot mixed asphalt production
temperature by 30 to 100 degrees Fahrenheit. This allows for reduced energy
consumption, lowered emissions, and the elimination of visible smoke and
odor.
Noise
There are a few common sources of noise emanating from an asphalt production facility. Some are derived directly from the asphalt production components, including the burner and exhaust stack. Others are generated from
movement of the product, including trucks and loaders. Recent advancements in asphalt production equipment design have drastically reduced
sound levels. It is often possible to participate in conversations using normal
speaking tones while adjacent to most facility components at new facilities.
The site must operate in compliance with State noise standards. Vehicles
and equipment will operate with standard noise reduction features such as
mufflers. Bituminous Roadways will invest significant resources into perimeter berms and landscaping that will reduce noise emissions from the site.
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I hope the above information helps answer some of the questions that arose at
Wednesday’s meeting and alleviates concerns. If there are any other questions or concerns that I can answer or further clarify, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Kent Peterson
President
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